t would seem, for Natasha Bieniek at least, that from lirtle rhings
big things do indeed grow because the Melbourne-based painter's
exquisitely detailed miniatures have been receiving some significant
attention lacely. lnJuly lase year Bieniek's Polaroid-sized landscape
painting Biophilia won che prestigious Wynne Prize. Several months
lacer in September, her self-portrait Sahara received cheS30,000 Portia
Geach Memorial Award. This year she has been a finalise in no less
than the Fleuriet, Art Prize for her landscape K1m1iko and the Archibald
Prize, for her captivating portrait of Wendy Whiteley.
Bieniek is well-known as a portraitist but herlaresc exhibition, Bloombox
ar Jan Murphy Gallery in Brisbane, continues her exploration of chose
ideas she first encountered while painting the Biophilia series lasr year.
In particular, she is drawn to biologist Edward Wilson's suggestion rhac
our tendency to affiliate with nature is an inherent and deeply roored
pare of our biology. Says Bieniek, "I've been chinking a loc about how
we relate co nature within an urban or inner-city context. I've noticed
rhac we seem to instinctively compensate for a lack of window or view
by introducing planes into otherwise sterile environments. We also
very rarely question why we bring flowers into a hospital, pay more for
hotels chat overlook water and universally have a preference towards
natural landscapes over cityscapes for example. I find chis seemingly
innare arrracrion to nature intriguing and I'm interested in exploring
the role of narure in an ochenvise industrialised and technologically
advanced society."
For che last two years Bieniek has been exploring the gardens close ro
Melbourne's CBD, in part to escape the noise and chaos that surrounds
her studio in Southbank, as multiple high-rise developments emerge
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around her. "I like the fact chat within minutes my physical surroundings
can shifr so rapidly. le can be quire an immersive experience."
For rhis series of ten paintings, Bieniek sought ouc a range of
environments that reflected grear biodiversity, interesting foliage and
textures and a range of colours and cones. Mose feature warer, which
Bieniek believes creates a sense of calm, and as a process, each painting
tended to inform che next. "Ifl've created a work that contains a lot of
muted tones, which is typically not beautiful, the next painting might
have more brightness and electricity co it. My intention is depict a wide
range of environments rhac encompass diverse sentiments and moods."
Bieniek's labour intensive, densely detailed, delicate paintings are
composed from hundreds of photographs taken over several hours,
following the sun through rhe gardens. They are then meticulously
painted onto squares of di.bond aluminium with chin layers of oil paint.
"Although my work is traditional in technique, I have a strong correlation
with modem working methods. l don't necessarily see photography or
computers as the opponents of painting, but rather vehicles co enhance
painting and keep it moving fonvard." These seamless shifcs between
technology and tradition, chaos and calm reflect Bieniek's fascination
with the complex interplay between people and nature. "I'm inceresced
in che notion char a stronger connection with nature could enable us co
further ch rive as a species and foster a more satisfying existence." Her tiny
masterpieces offer a small and intimate glimpse at what might be possible.
> NATASHA BIENIEK WILL BE EXHIBITING AT JAN MURPHY GALLERY IN

BRISBANE FROM FROM 1 • 26 NOVEMBER. SHE IS ALSO REPRESENTED
BY THIS IS NO FANTASY + DIANNE TANZER GALLERY, MELBOURNE.
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JAN MURPHY

Director, Jan Murphy Gallery

Shorrly afrcr Natasha Bieniek commenced exhibiting
here, it was apparcnr that her highly derailed miniarurc
oil painrings held a wide appeal ro viewers and collectors.
Ir is hard nor ro be drawn inro the intricate world rhar she
so painstakingly creates. Her diminurivcl}' sized paintings
have found their way inro a varicry of homes and spaces,
and we have found that her work suits a wide range of
domestic and public conrcxrs. She ofrcn spends up ro a
month perfecting a single painting and is thereby only
able ro produce a small number of works per year. Ar
present her works range between $10,000 and $15,000,
with chc size ofher works rarely going beyond IO x I5cm.
"Bieniek is an artist whose technical skill and
commitment positions her as an exrrcmely dedicarcd artist,
one whose earlier practice explored self-portraiture and
who now finds inspiration in undersranding humanity's
connccrion ro nature. Bieniek deftly brings the hisrorical
miniature oil painting rechnique into rhe 21st ccnrury,
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producing her paintings on dibond, a coated aluminium
surface, more often used for archirecrural and industrial
purposes. The marerialiryof her works, their sleek shiny
object like allure, secs her deliberately reference the
ubiquirous rcchnology of modern lifc 1 giving rise ro her
imeresr in the concerns facing humans living in urban
and digitally influenced environmems. Bicniek's recent
landscape works arc a respire for the senses, offering the
serenity chat gardens and a connection to nature can
impart; perhaps rhis is a sentiment char rcsonarcs strongly
\\�th viewers seeking to conrcmplarc rhe societyin which
rhcy belong."
''\'(le are excited robe presenting her latest series of
miniarurc landscape painrings atJan Murphy Gallery in
November. Her considerable recenr achievements have
meant rhar rhis body of work is highlyanriciparcd and we
have collectors eagerly awaiting rheir arrival at the gallery.''
Ashley Cr.tufonl

l. // Nalasha Bieniek, Kumiko, 2016
Oil on dibond. 9 x 14cm.
2. // Natasha Bieniek, Wilma, 2016.
Oil on dibond. 9 x 14cm.
3. // Natasha Bieniek, Aldo. 2016.
Oil on dibond. 9 x 14cm.
4. // Natasha Bieniek. Blanche. 2016.
Oil on dibond. 9 x 14cm.
COUfHCSY IH[ ARHST AND JAr1 MURPHY GALLERY
5. // Natasha Bieniek. Wendy Whitely.
2016. Oil on wood, 13.5 x 18.5cm.
COURICSY nt[ ARTIST AND THIS IS NO fAtHASV +
OIANN[TANZ[RGALLERV.MCLBOURtJ[
www.11rtcollector.net . .1u

